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ABSTRACT 
Using multiple q-integrals and a determinant evaluation, we establish a multivariable extension of 
Bailey’s nonterminating is99 transformation. From this result, we deduce new multivariable ter- 
minating 1049 transformations, s& summations and other identities. We also use similar methods to 
derive new multivariable r+t summations. Some of our results are extended to the case of elliptic 
hypergeometric series. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Basic hypergeometric series have various applications in combinatorics, num- 
ber theory, representation theory, statistics, and physics, see Andrews [l], [2]. 
For a general account of the importance of basic hypergeometric series in the 
theory of special functions see Andrews, Askey, and Roy [3]. 
There are different types of multivariable basic hypergeometric series ex- 
tending the classical one-dimensional theory [ll]. Several recent multivariable 
extensions can be associated to root systems or, equivalently, to Lie algebras. 
The specific series we consider in this paper have the advantage that they can be 
conveniently studied from a purely analytical point of view. In this respect, we 
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understand the root system terminology used in this paper (such as “Al-i se- 
ries”, or “C, series”) simply as a classification of certain multiple series ac- 
cording to specific factors (such as a Vandermonde determinant) appearing in 
the summand. We omit giving a precise definition here, but refer instead to pa- 
pers of Bhatnagar [6] or Milne [18, Sec. 51. We mention that, although these 
series first arose (in the limit q -+ 1) in the representation theory of compact Lie 
groups [14], many questions remain about this connection. In particular, there 
is no known (quantum) group interpretation of the type of series that we will 
study. 
In this paper, we give a multivariable nonterminating io$s transformation 
for the root system C, (or, equivalently, the symplectic group So), see 
Corollary 4.1. Our result extends a C, nonterminating s& summation recently 
found by one of us in [24]. To our knowledge, our new transformation formula 
is the first multivariable generalization of Bailey’s nonterminating 104s trans- 
formation (see (2.4) below) that has appeared in the literature. We deduce this 
result from an equivalent multiple q-integral transformation, Theorem 3.1. In 
our proof of the latter we utilize a simple determinant method, essentially the 
same which was introduced by Gustafson and Krattenthaler [12] and which was 
further exploited by one of us in [23] and [24] to derive a number of identities for 
multiple basic hypergeometric series. This method was also recently employed 
by Spiridonov [25, Th. 31 who used it to derive a C, elliptic Nasrallah-Rahman 
integral. Here, as in [24], we apply the determinant method to q-integrals to 
derive our main result. We also derive some new multivariable extensions of 
Ramanujan’s i$t summation. 
In the final section we briefly discuss elliptic extensions of some of our iden- 
tities. Elliptic (or modular) hypergeometric series is a recently introduced ex- 
tension of basic hypergeometric series, which was motivated by certain models 
in statistical mechanics [lo]. Warnaar [27] used the determinant method to give 
an elliptic analogue of a C, Jackson summation from [23]. This identity was 
used by one of us [21] to prove a second elliptic C, Jackson summation con- 
jectured by Warnaar (the basic case of this identity was proved by van Diejen 
and Spiridonov [8]; cf. [20] for a third proof), as well as to prove an elliptic 
analogue of a third C, Jackson summation due to Denis and Gustafson [7] and 
Milne and Newcomb [19]; cf. [22]. (Spiridonov and van Diejen showed that the 
second and third summation also follow from certain conjectured multiple in- 
tegral evaluations [8], [9].) Note that although all three Jackson summations are 
connected to the root system C,, they are different in nature. We want to stress 
here that the first summation, which is related to the present work, is appar- 
ently the simplest but may be used to prove the other two. We hope that our new 
identities will also be useful to study different, apparently more complicated, 
types of multivariable series. 
Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review some basics in the 
theory of basic hypergeometric series. We also note a determinant lemma 
which we need as an ingredient in proving our results. In Section 3, we derive a 
multiple q-integral transformation, Theorem 3.1, which in Section 4 is used to 
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explicitly write out a nonterminating 104s transformation for the root system 
C,, see Corollary 4.1. In Section 5 we specialize this identity to obtain new ter- 
minating C, 1049 transformations. In Section 6 we derive new multivariable 
extensions of Ramanujan’s i$t summation. In Section 7 we give a number of 
special and limit cases of our multivariable 104s transformations. Finally, in 
Section 8 we prove that our terminating C, i& transformations and s& sum- 
mations extend to the case of elliptic hypergeometric series. 
2. BASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES AND A DETERMINANT LEMMA 
Here we recall some standard notation for basic hypergeometric series (cf. 
Dll>. 
Let 4 be a complex number (called the “base”) such that 0 < /q1 < 1. We de- 
fine the q-shiftedfactorial for all integers k by 
(a; q), := fi( 1 - agi) 
j=O 
and (a; 41, ca; dk := (aqk; q), ’ 
Since we are working with the same base q throughout this article, we omit 
writing it out explicitly, i.e., we use 
c2.1) caJk := Cal q)k, 
where k is an integer or infinity. Further, we employ the condensed notation 
(al,. . , am)k = (al)k. . . (am)k, 
where k is an integer or infinity. We denote the basic hypergeometric &-I series 
by 
(2.2) 
al i 02, . , a, 
“” 1 a Cal, 2, . . aS)k k :=&q>bl,...,bS-&’ ’ 
and the bilateral basic hypergeometric ,Q, series by 
1 w (a1,a2;. .,as)k k := c ,=~,(h,bd’s)kZ ’ 
respectively. See [II, p. 25 and p. 1251 for the criteria of when these series ter- 
minate, or, if not, when they converge. 
The classical theory of basic hypergeometric series contains numerous sum- 
mation and transformation formulae involving &-i or ,Q, series. Many of 
these require that the parameters satisfy the condition of being either balanced 
and/or very-well-poised. An &-i basic hypergeometric series is called bal- 
anced if bl . b,-l = at . a,q and z = q. An s~s-l series is well-poised if alq = 
a2bl = . . = a&-l and very-well-poised if it is well-poised and if a2 = 
-a3 = q,,/Z. Note that the factor 
1 - alq2k 
1 -al 
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appears in a very-well-poised series. Similarly, a bilateral ,$+ basic hypergeo- 
metric series is well-poised if albi = azb2 . . . = asbs and very-well-poised if, in 
addition, al = -a2 = qbl = -qbz. 
The standard reference for basic hypergeometric series is Gasper and Rah- 
man’s text [ll]. In our computations throughout this paper we frequently use 
some elementary identities of q-shifted factorials, listed in [ll, Appendix I]. 
In the following we display some identities which we utilize in the subsequent 
sections. 
Bailey’s [5, Eq. (7.2)] nonterminating very-well-poised 1049 summation, 
1049 
a, qaf, -qaJ, b, c, d, e,f ,g, h 
ai, -ai, w/b, aqlc, aqld, de, aqlf, aqlg, aqlh 
; 47 4 
1 
(aq, b/a, c, d> e>f> g, h), 
+ (b2q/a, /b, w/c, w/d, de, aw’f, aqlg, aqlh), 
(b/c, k/d, We, b/f, b/g, k/h), 
’ (bcla, bdla, be/a, bf la, bgla, bhla), 
x10 449 
b2/a, qba-4, -qba-f, b, be/a, bd/a, be/a, bf la, bg/a, bh/a ; q 
bad -bd @Ia, WC, &Id, We, &If, Wg, Wh ’ 
q 1 
(2 4) = (aqT bla, Mf, Wg, Wk bf IA WA W4, 
C-Q, bl.4 aqlf, aqlg, ad4 bf la, Bela, Wa), 
‘lo ‘9 [ 
A, qXf, -qXs, b, Xc/a, Ad/a, Ae/a,f ,g, h 
Xl, -Af, Xq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aqle, Xq/f, Xq/g, Xq/h 
;4>4 1 
(aq, bla,f, g, h, Wf, Wg, Wh), 
+ (b2qlA W, aqlc, aql4 de, adf, ah aqlh), 
x (Xc/a, Ad/a, Xc/a, abq/Xc, abq/Ad, abq/Xe), 
@Ia, bdla, be/a, bf la, &la, bhla), 
x10 $9 
b2/X, qbX-4, -qbX-4, b, be/a, bd/a, be/a, bf /A, bg/X, bh/X 
bX-i, -bYi, bq/X, abq/cA, abq/dX, abq/eX, bq/f, bq/g, bqlh 
;4,4 7 1 
where X = a2q/cde and a3q2 = bcdefgh (cf. [ll, Eq. (2.12.9)]), stands on the top 
of the classical hierarchy of transformation formulae for basic hypergeometric 
series. If h = qpn, where n = 0, 1,2, . ., it reduces to Bailey’s terminating very- 
well-poised i&9 transformation (cf. [ll, Eq. (2.9.1)]): 
(2.5) 
1049 
a, qaf, -qai, b, c, d, e,f, g, qpn 
ai, -af, aqlb, aqlc, aqld, axle, aqlf, aqlg, dfn 
; 4>4 1 
(aq, aqlef, kle, hlf 1, 
= (4e, wlf, Wef, W, 
x10 49 
A, 4x4, -qXi, Xb/a, Xc/a, Ad/a, e,f ,g, qpn 
Ai, -Xi, 46 wlc, aqld, We, %lf, h/g, kl? 4, 41, 
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where X = a2q/bcd and a 3 q 3+n = bcdefg. For cd = aq (hence bX = a) Bailey’s 
transformation reduces to Jackson’s [16] terminating very-well-poised bal- 
anced ~47 summation which, after substitution of variables cf++c, g-d) can be 
written as (cf. [ll, Eq. (2.6.2)]) 
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(2.6) [ 
a; qaf, -qa$, b, c, d, e, qpn 
ai, -af, aqlb, aq/c, aq/d, aq/e; aql+n 
; 4>4 1 (aq, lbc, 4W ah% = (46 aqlc, add, aqlbcd), ’ 
where a 2 q l+n = bcde. On the other hand, if cd = aq (i.e., eX = a) (2.4) reduces to 
Bailey’s nonterminating two-term s& summation. These identities contain 
many other important summation and transformation formulae for basic hy- 
pergeometric series. For a sequence of derivations leading up to the non- 
terminating 1049 transformation, see the exposition in Gasper and Rahman [II, 
Section 21. 
For studying nonterminating basic hypergeometric series it is often con- 
venient to utilize Jackson’s [15] q-integral notation, defined by 
(2.7) /;f(t)dui=sghf(t)d&-/;f(t)d& 
where 
(2.8) ff (t) d,t = a(1 - q) Ff (a6”)qk 
0 k=O 
Iff is continuous on [0, a], then it is easily seen that 
lim 
J’ 
‘f(t) d4t = 
q-l- 0 
Of(t) dt, 
0 
see [ll, Eq. (1.11.6)]. 
Using the above q-integral notation, the nonterminating 1049 transformation 
(2.4) can be expressed as 
b (1 - t2/a)(@/a, @lb, G/c, @Id, G/e, qt/f, qtlg, qtlh), d t 
a (t; bt/aj et/a, dt/a, et/a, ft/a, gt/a, ht/a), ’ 
(2,9) = a (b/a, aqlb, Xc/a; Ad/a, Xelc bf /A bgl& bhlX), 
x (b/X, h/b; c, d, e, bf la, bgla, bhla), 
x s b (1 - t2/A)(qt/h @lb, w/c-h aqtldh w/e4 @If, qtlg, qtlh), d (t, bt/X, et/a, dt/ a: et/a,ft/A,gt/X, ht/X), t 4 7 x 
where X = a2q/cde and a3q2 = bcdefgh (cf. [ll, Eq. (2.12.10)]). 
One of the most important summmation theorems for bilateral basic hy- 
pergeometric series is Ramanujan’s t$r summation [13, Eq. (12.12.2)], which 
reads 
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where /b/al < IzJ < 1 (cf. [II, Eq. (5.2.1)]). This beautiful formula contains sev- 
eral important identities as special cases, see Gasper and Rahman [ll]. 
We conclude this section with a determinant evaluation, which will be our 
main tool. It was given explicitly in [23, Lemma A.11, as a special case of a de- 
terminant lemma by Krattenthaler [17, Lemma 341. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Xl, . . . , X,, A, B, and C be indeterminate. Then there holds 
= I-J (4 - XJ( 1 - C/Xjxj) 
1 <i<j<r 
’ (B/A, ABCq2’-2”)i-l 
x AG)q(‘) g (BX. BC/X.) _ . I> lr 1 
The above determinant evaluation was generalized to the elliptic case (more 
precisely, to an evaluation involving Jacobi theta functions) by Warnaar [27, 
Cor. 5.41. We make use of the elliptic version of Lemma 2.1 in Section 8. 
3. A MULTIPLE q-INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATION 
By iteration, the extension of (2.8) to multiple q-integrals is straightforward: 
a1 
J J < .. . . , tr)d& . . d&l 
(3.1) O O 
= al.. .a,(1 - 4)’ 2 f(al@, . . . ,arqk,)qk~+...+kr~ 
kl,....k,=O 
Similarly, the extension of (2.7) is 
h 
J J 
b, . . .f(h, . . , ty)d& . . . dqtl 
aI 4 
(3.2) = sc{g,,,r) (g(-J) ($bi) (1 -qY 
x 2 f(cl(S)qk’, . . ) Cr(S)qy@+-.+k’, 
kl,...,k,=O 
where the outer sum runs over all 2’ subsets S of { 1,2, . . . , Y}, and where Q(S) = 
ai if i E S and ci(S) = bi if i $ S, for i = 1, . , r. 
We give our main result, a C, extension of (2.9): 
Theorem 3.1. Let a3q3-’ = bcidieixlfgh and X = a*q/cidieixi for i = 1, . . , Y. Then 
there holds 
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II ’ (qti/Cir qti/di, qti/ei, qti/f 7 4ti/g: qti/h), d t ’ i=l 
d t 
(citi/a,&i/ a, ejtj/a,f&/a, g&/a, h&/a), ’ r ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 
(b/axi, axiq/b, Xcixi/a, XdixJa, Xeixi/a), 
(b/Xx<, Xxiq/b, cixi, dixi, eixi)m 
x fi (bfq”/X, bgqi-l/X; bhq’-l/X), 
i=l (bfq’-‘/a, bgq”-‘/a, bhq’-‘/a), 
x 
II 
r (aqti/ciX, aqti/diX, aqti/eih 4ti/f) @i/g, @i/h), d t. . dqtl, 
i=l 
(citi/a, diti/a, e;ti/a,fti/X,gti/X, hti/‘X), ’ ’ ’ 
Proof. We have 
x f-(i) q-(i) &t 
(ftila,f lti)r-j 
l<ij<r (q2-‘ti/g, aq2-m,,), 
due to the Xj;:Hti, A-f/a, Bwq2-‘/g, and &+a case of Lemma 2.1. Hence, 
using some elementary identities from 111, Appendix I], we may write the left- 
hand side of (3.3) as 
a G 
0 i 
,-(3 ~(nq2-‘.,fg,fq2+‘-“,g);_ll 
i=l 
(tiq/Ci, tiq/‘di, tiq/ei, tiq’-‘+‘/f 7 tiq2-j/g, tiq/h), d 
’ (citi/a, diti/a, eiti/a, ftiq+/a, gt&l/a, hti/a), 
t, 
’ ’ 
Now, to the integral inside the determinant we apply the q-integral transfor- 
mation (2.9) with the substitution t-&xi, and the replacements al-tax~, b&xi, 
c++cixi, d++dixi, eweixi, f++fqr-jxi, gHggi-‘xi, and h4xi. Thus we obtain 
a (b/axi, axiq/b, &xi/~, Xdixi/a, &xi/a), 
(b/Xxi, Xxiq/b, cixi, dixi, e;xi)m 
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x (bfq’-j/x, b@p/& bh/& b (1 - t”/~)(tiqpxi, tiqlb), 
(W-j/a, k&‘/a, bhla), .I xxi (tiXi9 bti/X), 
x (lZtjq/CjX, Utjq/djAj atiq/eiA, tiql-‘+‘/f, fiq2-j/g, tiqlh), d 
(Cjtj/a, djtj/U, ejtj/a,ftjq’-j/X,gtjsli-‘/X, hti/X), 
Now, by using linearity of the determinant with respect to rows and columns, 
we take some factors out of the determinant and obtain 
x det 
Vtilx,flti),-j 
l<ij<r (q2-‘ti/g, Xq2-‘/gti),-j 
dqtr...dqtl. 
The determinant can be evaluated by means of Lemma 2.1 with XjHtjy A-f/X, 
B++q2-‘/g, and C-X; specifically 
Now note that bh/X = aq2-‘/fg and bh/a = Xq2-‘/fg whence we have 
Substituting these calculations into (3.4) we arrive at the right-hand side of 
(3.3). 0 
Remark 3.2. Note that in (3.3), the multiple q-integrals converge absolutely 
since, when writing the left- and right-hand sides as determinants of single 
q-integrals as in the above proof, we have absolute convergence in each entry of 
the respective determinants. 
We can iterate the transformation in Theorem 3.1 to obtain a different 
transformation formula. We need to permute some variables first, else we 
would get back the original identity. In order to proceed, we specialize the 
variables first and let ci = c, di = d and ei = e/xi, for i = 1, . . , r. For con- 
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venience, we further interchange the variables e and g. In this first step, this 
gives the transformation 
i=l 
‘qtixi/gX: @de, qti/f 1 qtilh), d t, . d t 
(cti/aj dti/a,gti/axi, eti/A,fti/A, Izti/X), ’ ’ ’ I’ 
where a3q3-’ = bcdefgh and X = a2q/cdg. Now, we iterate (3.5), in the second 
step with aHa2q/cdg, c-e, dwf, e++aq/dg, f +mq/cg, and g++aq/cd. The result 
is the following. 
Corollary 3.3. Let a3q3-’ = bcdefgh. Then there holds 
x fi (qti/C, qtild, @i/e, qtilf; qtixi/g, qti/‘h), d t . . d t 
i=l (cti/a, dti/a, eti/a,fti/a,gti/axi, hti/a), ’ r ’ 1 
(3.6) 
fi (gq’-‘, aq2-‘/ch, aq2-i/dh, aq2-i/eh, aq2-‘/j%), 
’ i=l (bcqi-l/a, bdq’-l/a, beq’-‘/a, bfqi-l/a, blzq’-‘/a), 
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4. MULTIVARIABLE NONTERMINATING lo@9 TRANSFORMATIONS 
We write out (3.2) explicitly for the integral on the left-hand side of (3.3): 
x n (ql+kl, axiql+ki/b, LZX~~‘+~‘/C~, axiq’+ki/di, axiql+ki/ei), 
2’ES (a$qki,bXiqkl, cixiq 1) z rq 1) 1 rq 
k. d.x. k. e.x. ki 
L 
x n (axiql+k’/f, axiql+ki/g, aXiql+ki/h)m n (bq’+ki/axi, ql+ki), 
iES 
($Xiqkz, gXiqki, hXiqki), ies (bxiqk’, b2qk’/a), 
x n (bql+ki/Ci, bql+k’/di, bql+ki/ei, bq’+kl/f, bq’+k’/g, bq’+k’/h), . qc:=,ki 
ins (bciqki/a, bdiqki/a, beiqki/a, bfqkf/a, bgqki/a, bhqki/a), ’ 
where ISI denotes the number of elements of S, and x is the truth function 
(which evaluates to one if the argument is true and to zero otherwise). A similar 
expression is obtained for the right-hand side of (3.3). Now, if we divide both 
sides by 
(-1)‘fImxl.. .Xl(l -4)’ n (Xi-Xj)(l -aXiXj) 
l<i<j<r 
x fi (4, axiq/b, axiq/ci, axiq/di, axiq/ei, a~/f, axiqlg, axiqlh), 
i=l (axfq, bxi, cixi, dixi, e;xi,fxi, gxi, hxi)w 
and simplify, we obtain the following result which reduces to (2.4) when r = 1. 
Corollary 4.1. (A C, nonterminating IO& transformation). Let u3q3-’ = 
bcidieixifgh and X = a2q/cidieixi for i = 1, . . . , r. Then there holds 
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,c,z., I) (rmis’)g (aXj/~~~~~f:~~~~~~,,i), - /> I
’ I-I (f~~,~~~~~~~:~/~~~,~~/~~,~~/~~~~~/~~,~~/f~~~/~~~~/~~~ ins (axiq/f i axiq/g; axiq/h, b2q/a, h/a, bdtla, beila, bf la, bgla, bhla), 
x n (Xjqk' - Xjqkj) (1 - aXjXjqkl+kj) TT (1 - axfq2ki) 
k,,...,k,=O KW9 (Xi - Xj) (1 - aX;Xj) its (1 - 4) i j&S 
X 
n (qki - qkj)( 1 - @qki+k,/a) (1 - @q%/a) 
152~ Cxf - xj)(l - axixj) 9 (1 - b2/4 
X 
n (xiqki - bq%/a)( 1 - bxiqkzfki) 
&S&S (Xi - Xj) (1 - axixj) 
l-I 
(ax:; bxi, CiXi, dixi, eixi,fxi,gxi, hxi)k. 
x l‘ES (q, ax;q/b, axiq/ci; axiqldi, axiq/ei, axiq/f ,axiqjg, axiq/h)ki 
I-I (b2/a, bxi, h/a, b&la, beda, bf la,bgla,bh/a)ki . ,c;=, ki ’ jgs (4, bq/axj, bqlcj, b/d, bqlej, bq/f 2 bq/g, bq/h)ki 
= fi (axfq, b/axi, Xxiq/f 3 Xxiq/g, Xxiq/h, bfqi-‘/A, bgq’-‘/A, bhqj-‘/A), 
j=, (Xxfq, b/Xxi, axiq/f j axiq/g, axiq/h, bfqi-’ /a, bgqj-l /a, bhqj-‘/a), 
x 11 (b/h, abq/ciX, akId& abq/eA bqlf) bqlg, bqlh), 
j++s (b2qlh &la, Q/a, beilaj bf /A, bglh bh/X), 
XT I-I 
(Xj& - Xjqf) (1 - XXjXjqk’+ki) 
g 
(1 - Xxfq2ki) 
kl,...,k,=O ‘G$z (Xj - Xj)( 1 - XXjXj) (1 - xx:, 
X rI 
(48 - qf ) (1 - b2qkr+’ /A) (1 - b2q2ki/X) 
l:gy (xi - q)(l - XxjXi) 2 (1 - b2/X) 
x II (xi& - b$/X)(l - bxjqki+b) 
&S&S (Xj - Xj) (1 - XXjXj) 
x jEs (4, JWq/b, axiq/ci, axjq/dj, a&q/%; &q/f) J&q/g, h%l/h)ki I-I 
(XX!, bxi, XCjXi/a, Xdixi/a; Xeixi/a,fxj, gXj, hXj)ki 
III 
(b2/A, bxi, &la, &la, h/a, bf /A bglX,bh/X)ki 
’ jgs (4, &/Xxi, abq/cjA abqldjh abqlejk bqlf) bqlg, bq/h)kL 
. ,c;=, ki 
For the absolute convergence of the multiple series in (4.1), see Remark 2. 
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Similarly, we write out the transformation of sums resulting from 
Corollary 3. For Y = 1, the following Corollary reduces to Bailey’s transfor- 
mation formula in [ll, Eq. (g.l)](cf. [II, Ex. 2.301). 
Collary 4.2. (A C, nonterminating IO&I transformation). Let a3q3-’ = bcdefgh. 
Then there holds 
rI 
k, hxi, b/e, b/c, k/d, b/e, b/f, h/g, by/h; 
’ ies (a-&/g, awl& b2q/a, be/a, bdla, be/a, bf la, bglaxi, bT/a), 
x 2 n (xiqki - xiqkj) (1 - axixjqki+h) (1 - axfq2ki) 
k,,...,k,=O ‘$‘g (Xi - Xj)(l - UXiXj) (1 - ax!) 
X 
11 (qkf - qh) (1 - @qkh/a) 
rI 
(1 - @qzk/a) 
1:22, Cxi - xj)(l - axi-4 ies (1 - b2/a) 
X 
II (xiqkf - bqh/a)(l - bxiqki+k) 
i&S&S (Xi - Xj) (1 - axixj) 
X II 
(ax!, bxi, cxi, dxi, exi,fxi, g, hxi)k, 
jES (4, awlk ax, rq/ c, awl& awle, awlf, a&/g, aw/h)ki 
’ IT 
(b2/a, bxi, 
i&S (q’ bql 
bcla, bdla, be/a, bf Ia, bglaxi, bhMki . ,c;=, ki 
axi, b/c, b/d, We, k/f, bxiq/g, b4/h)ki 
= fi (a$q, b/axi, bxiq r g c qyplxi/a, bdhq’-‘xi/a, behq’-‘xi/a), / , b h 
i=l (bhxfqY/g,gql-r/hxi, ax&c, awl4 awle, wolf), 
x fi (bjhqYplxi/a,gql-“, aq2-‘/ch, aq2-“/dh, aq2-j/eh, aq2-i/jh), 
i=l (axiq/h, bcq’-l/a, bdq”-‘/a, beqi-‘/a, bfqi-l/a, bhq”-l/a), 
x n (1 - bhq’-‘xixj/g) 
lsi<j<r (1 - axixj) 
l-I 
(bh$q’lg, awlcg, axiqldg), 
’ ins (hx&l/g, bchq’-lxi/a, bdhq’-‘xi/a), 
x 2 n (Xiqk’ - xjqkj) (1 - bhxixjq’-l+ki+h/g) 
kl,...,k,=O l<i<j<r (Xi - Xi) (I - bhxixjq’-l/g) i&S 
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X 
n (xjqk - gq’-r+k, /h) (1 - bXiqkl+ki) n (1 - bh~t~“-‘+~~‘/~) 
&-S&S 
(Xi - Xi) (1 - bhxix&‘/g) ins (1 - bhx?q”-l/g) 
’ iES (q, hxiq’/b; bchqY-1xi/a7 bdhq’-‘xi/a, behqYwlxi/a, bfiqy-lxi/a)ki rI 
(bhxfq’-l/g, b x,, a&q/%, %q/dg, axiq/eg> axiq/fg)ki 
n &%‘-‘/a, h-&, 
’ iEs (&q/g, bwfl& igs (9, gq2-‘lhxih, I-I 
(bgq’-‘lb bXi)k, 
x I1 (aq2-‘/ch, aq2-‘/dh, aq2-‘/eh, aq2-‘/jh, bg/axi, gq’-y)kI 
,c:=, k,, 
i@ @g/a, b&la, &la, bfgla, axiq2-rlk k/h),, 
5. TERMINATING c, 1049 TRANSFORMATIONS 
We will now specialize Corollary 4.1 to obtain terminating multivariable 104s 
transformations. We accomplish this by multiplying both sides of the identity 
withj-&r (bdi/a), and then letting bdi/a = qpni. Then only the terms corre- 
sponding to S = 0 are non-zero.After a change of variables this gives the fol- 
lowing transformation: 
Corollary 5.1. (A C, terminating 1049 transformation). Let u3q3-v+nl = bcdelf;gj, 
fori= 1,. . . , r, and X = a2q2-‘/bed. Then there holds 
c n (@ - qk’)(l - aqki”cl) 
O~kr9b l<i<j<r 
t=l....,r 
I 
rI 
(1 - aq2k9(a,b, c, 4 ei,h:,gi, q-ni)k, 
x i=l (1 - a)(q, q/b, @?/c, aqld, aqlei, aq/h, ad&; aq’+ni)ki 
s”i 
x (;I r-1 
=(-I 
(6 c, 4 ’ (aq, Wei, k/J;;, aded& 
a G (Wa, Na, dVa), g (h, aqlei, aq/J;;, hledJni 
x C I-J (@ -@)(l - Xqki+S) 
O~ksn, I<i<j5r t=i....,r 
Y 
rI 
(1 - xq2ki)(x, Xb/a, Xc/a, Ad/a, ej,$,gi, q-ni)ki 
x i=l (1 - X)(q, aqlb, aqlc, aqld, Wei, h/f;:, %/a, V+a)kl qk” 
Note that in (5.1) only terms with all ki distinct are non-zero. Corollary 5.1 re- 
duces to Bailey’s [ll] transformation formula for Y = 1 (cf. [ll, Eq. (2.9.1)]). 
Similarly to the derivation of Corollary 18 from Corollary 4.1, we can obtain 
another transformation from (5.1) by iteration. For this, we first specialize the 
variables letting h = f, gi = g,for i = 1, . . . : r, and write ei = eqni for con- 
venience. We then iterate the relation with awa2q2-Y/bcd, bHaq2-‘/cd, c-g, 
d-f j’Haq2-‘/bc, and gwaq2-‘lbd. We obtain the following result which re- 
duces to [ll, Ex. 2.191 (with e replaced by eq’) for r = 1. 
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Collary. 5.2. (A C, terminating 1049 transformation). Let bcdefg = u3q3-y. Then 
there holds 
C fl (@ -qh)(l -aqki+b) 
O~k,~% l<i<j<r 
i4,...,r 
I 
rI 
(1 - aq2ki)(u, b, c, 4 eP,f, g, q-*OkL 
’ izl (1 - a)(% aqlb, aqlc, aqld, aFile, adf, aqlg, aq’+nr)ki 
,CL kf 
(b> c, d>f, di 
(aq2-l/be, uq2-‘/bd, aq2-‘/bf, aq*-‘/bg, a2$-2r/bcdfg)i 
x fi (aq, uqlpn’/ce, aqlen’/de, aql-“‘/ef, aq’-ni/eg, bq’-l)ni 
(aq/c, uq/d, aq’-*i/e, aq/f, aq/g, bqr-l-ni/e)ni (ep)ni i=l 
x C I-J (@ - 44) (1 _ eq’-‘+ki+k//b) 
;p; 1 <i<jir 
X 
r’ (1 - eq1-‘+2k’/b)(eq’-‘/b, eq’-‘/a, aq2-‘/bf, uq2-‘/bg)ki 
rI 
i=l (1 - eql-‘/b>(q, w/b, ef /u, eg/a)ki 
fi (eqni, uq2-r/bc, aq*-‘/bd, qpni)ki 
’ i=l (q*-r-ni/b; et/u, cd/u, eq2-r+ni/b)ki ’ 
CT- ki 
‘A ’ 
Again, only terms with all ki distinct are non-zero. 
Finally, we give another multivariable extension of [ll, Ex. 2.191. We first 
let g = qpN in Corollary 18 and then do the simultaneous replacements b-e, 
ewg, and hwb. 
Collary 5.3. (A C, terminating IO&J transformation). Let u3q3-rfN = bc&fg. 
Then there holds 
n (xiqki - xjsJ”‘)( 1 - UXiXjqki+b) ’ (1 - uxFq2ki) 
(Xi - Xj) ( 1 - UXiXj) rI i=l (1 -4) 
d”l 
kl,...,k,=O l<i<j<v 
’ 9 (4, ax0 
(UXf, bxi,cxi,dxi, eXi,fXi,gXi,qeN)ki 
I , axi d c, axiq/d, wqle, Q&q/e, axiqlf, uxiqlg, ux?qlfN)ki 
’ fj (qN+r+l-i 
(bxi)N(ax~q)N(bxi)N+7p~ (q2-‘axi/b),-, 
, uqz+/be, uq2-‘/be, aq2-‘/bd, uq*-‘/bf, uq2-r/bg)i-l 
x fi (q2-‘u/cc, q2-“u/de, q*-‘u/ef, q2-ia/eg)N+i-l 
i=l (aw/c, awl4 awle, a.w/fj awldN 
N+r-1 
x c n (@ _ qk’>(l _ eql-‘-N+k~‘h,/b) 
kl,...,k,=O l<i<jSr 
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x fi (1 - eq1-~-N+2k’/b)(eq1-Y-N/b, exj, eq-N/axj7 ql-‘-N)k, 
i=l (1 - eql-‘-N/b)(q, q2erpN/bXi, axiq’-‘lb, eq/b),f 
x d (aq2-‘/be, aq2-‘/bd, aq2-“lbj”, aq2-‘/bg)k, 
i=l (ceqpN/a, deq-N/a, efq-N/a, egq-N/a)ki ” 
Note that the sum on the right lives on a larger hypercube, though this is to 
some extent “compensated” by the fact that, on the right but not on the left, 
only terms with all ki distinct are non-zero. 
6. A,-1 161 SUMMATIONS 
Previously, one of us [23, Theorems 2.1 and 3.31 utilized determinant evalua- 
tions to derive (among other summations) several A,-1 extensions of Ramanu- 
jan’s i$l summation. Here we provide more multivariable extensions of Ra- 
manujan’s ,+o, summation by the same method. The difference is that, like for 
most sums in Section 5, the terms of our bilateral series are now zero unless all 
summation indices ki are different. 
We note that we were not able to give new C,. extensions of Bailey’s 646 
summation (cf. [ll, Eq. (11.33)]) by the same method. All such obtained 6& 
summations would be in fact just special cases of an identity given earlier by 
one of us, namely the identity obtained from equating Eq. (3.4) with Eq. (3.5) 
from [23]. 
The following result reduces to Ramanujan’s t$t summation (cf. [ll, 
Eq. (5.2.1)]) for Y = 1. 
Proposition 6.1. (An A,-1 l+i summation). We have 
(6.1) 
provided lb@‘/ail =C lzil < l,for i = 1,. . , r. 
Proof. We have 
II 
1 <i<jQ 
(qkz - qk9 = l$<r( (qy-j) > 
due to the classical Vandermonde determinant evaluation.Hence we may write 
the left-hand side of (6.1) as 
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Now, to the sum inside the determinant we apply Ramanujan’s i$i summation 
(2.10), with a-ai, b++bi, and z++ziqy-j. Thus we obtain 
I$& 
(q, aiz,q’-j, q’+j-‘/aizi, bi/ai), 
(bi, ziq’-j, bigisr/aizi, q/ai), > 
Now, by using linearity of the determinant with respect to rows, we take some 
factors out of the determinant and readily obtain the right-hand side of 
(6.1). 0 
We now consider different specializations of the parameters ai, bi, and zi, for 
i = 1,. . , r, for which the determinant in Proposition 6.1 can be reduced to a 
product by means of Lemma 2.1. 
A simple choice would be bi = b and zi = z, for i = 1,. . . , Y. In this case we 
recover the special case of Eq. (2.2) of [23, Th. 2.11 where in the latter identity 
both sides are multiplied by &Ci.,i5,(l - xi/xi) and then the specializations 
xi= l,fori= l,..., r, are being made. Another simple choice would be aj = a 
andbi=b, for i= l,... , r. In this case we similarly recover a special case of 
Eq. (2.3) of [23, Th. 2.11. 
We also recover a previous result if in Proposition 6.1 we choose the specia- 
lizations aj = a/xi, bi = b, and Zi = zxi, for i = 1, . . . , r. This yields a special 
case of Eq. (2.10) of [23]. Similarly, if we choose ai = a, bi = bxi, and Zi = z, for 
i= 1,. . , r, the determinant can be evaluated by (6.3) and we obtain a special 
case of Eq. (2.13) of [23]. 
Nevertheless, we are able to give two different multivariable i$~i summations 
resulting from special cases of Proposition 6.1 which are not covered by pre- 
vious results. 
First, we choose ai = axi, bi = bxi, and zi = z, for i = 1,. . , r. In this case we 
obtain the following result. 
Corollary 6.2. (An A,-1 i& summation). We have 
(6.2) 
2 y (4ki 2 n (qki - qkJ) g (bXJki z 
k,,...,k,=-m lli<j<r 
(a a.zxiJ q!afxil bla), 
l<i<j<r 
i=l (bxj, q-l, hP/az, q/ax& ’ 
provided Ibq’-‘/al < IzI < 1. 
Next, we choose ai = a/xi, bi = bxi, and zi = zxi, for i = 1,. , r. We now re- 
quire a particular limit case of the determinant evaluation in Lemma 2.1, which 
can be generally stated as 
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The result is the following. 
Corollary 6.3. (An A,._1 i& summation). We have 
(6.4) 
provided jbXfq’-‘/aI < IZXij < 1 for i = 1; . . ,1. 
7. SPECIALIZATIONS 
We will now point out some interesting special cases and consequences of our 
new C, 1049 transformations. 
7.1. A Watson transformation 
In Corollary 5.1, we first remove the dependency of the parameters by replacing 
gi bya3q3-Y+nf/bcde&. If we now let d + 00 and relabel J;wdi, for i = 1, . . . i Y, 
we obtain the following multivariable generalization of Watson’s transforma- 
tion (cf. [ll, Eq. (2.5.1)]): 
Corollary 7.1. (A multivariable Watson transformation). We have 
C lJ (8 - @)(l - aqki+h) 
04kr<n, I <i<j<r i=l,....r 
Y (1 - aq2ki)(a, 6, c, di, ei, q-*‘)ki 
’ +, (1 - a)(q, q/b, W/C, aq/di, q/G, aql+ni)ki I-I 
(7.1) 
In the special case when bc = aq, the right-hand side can be written as a multi- 
ple of a determinant; cf. the proof of Corollary 7.3. This gives the C, terminat- 
ing ~$5 summation stated as Corollary 7.10 below. Similarly, the case b = q’-’ 
gives the A,+1 terminating 349, summation in Corollary 7.15 below. As a matter 
of fact, we can even extract a C, Jackson summation from our Watson trans- 
formation in Corollary 7.1. We specialize the parameters so that the series on 
the left-hand side becomes balanced, i.e., we set a3q2-r+nc = bcdiei, for 
i = 1, . , r. Note that in this case the multivariable 443 on the right-hand side 
of (7.1) reduces to a multivariable & which can be transformed into a multiple 
of a determinant by Corollary 7.15. (Here we can assume that Corollary 7.15 is 
already known - after all, we just pointed out that it follows from Corollary 7.1.) 
However, the result we would obtain by this procedure is only a special case of 
Corollary 7.3 below. 
We also remark that on the right-hand side, the “type c” Vandermonde de- 
terminant 
got reduced to the classical “type A” Vandermonde determinant. Moreover, 
the very-well-poised condition of the parameters got lost, while the series re- 
mains balanced. The left-hand side retains the factor (7.2) and is very-well- 
poised but not balanced. Dealing here with r-dimensional series, we simply 
mean by these terms that the respective series are very-well-poised and/or bal- 
anced when Y = 1. 
7.2. An A,-1 Sears transformation 
To obtain a multivariable extension of Sears’ transformation (cf. [ll, 
Eq. (3.2.1)]) from Corollary 5.1, replace b by aq/b and ei by aq/ei, for 
i= 1,. . . , r, and then take the limit a + 0. After relabeling of parameters, bt-+d, 
d++b,J;:Hai, for i = 1, . . . , Y, we obtain 
Corollary 7.2. (An A,-1 Sears transformation). We have 
C 
(ai, b, C, P)k. 
JI (qki - qk’) Q (q, d, ei, aibcq’-nf/iei)k, ’ 
O<k,% l<i<jj<_r i=l,...,r 
(b> 4 ’ (deiqpr/bc, ei/ai),i 
(dql-‘/b, dql-y/c)i E (ei, deiq-r/aibc),j 
x c 
’ (ai, dql-‘/b, dql-‘/c, q-ni)ki k, 
n (qk’ - “) E (q, d, deiq-Y/bc, ajql-ni/e;)ki ’ ’ 
WGn, l<i<j<r 
i=l,...,r 
When d = b, the right-hand side can be expressed as a determinant.This gives a 
special case of Corollary 7.15 below. 
7.3. C, Jackson summations 
We start with the following identity, which reduces to Jackson’s summation 
formula (2.6) when Y = 1. 
Corollary 7.3. (A C,. Jackson summation). Let bcidiei = a2q2-r+ni for 
i= l,...,~. Then 
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r 
rI 
(1 - aq2ki)(a, b, ci, dj; ei; q-“‘)k, 
(7.4) 
x i=, (1 - a)(q; aq/b, aq/ci, aq/di; aq/% aql+Q, qk’ 
= (-b)-(;)q-2(5) f~ (Q~~‘/bj,yl(h)i-l (aq,aqlcidi, @71ciei, %Tldiei), 
a 2+rp2z/b)i-l (Uq/Cj, aq/dj, aq/ei, aq/Cjdiei), (Ci, 4; ei, q-"')v-j 
(aq2-r/bci, aq2-‘/bdi, aq2-r/bei: aq2-r+n~/b)y_j 
Proof. To obtain the left-hand side, we let cd = aq in Corollary 5.1 and make 
the change of variables (ei,J;:,gi)H(ci, di; et). On the right-hand side we observe 
that, since Xb/a = qler, only terms with ki 5 Y - 1 are non-zero. Since we may 
also assume that the kj are distinct, (kl; . . k,) must be a permutation of 
(0,. . . ; Y - 1). This allows us to pull out some factors from the sum, for instance 
n (qkc - qh) = n (qi - qi)sgn(k), 
I<i<j<r Oli<j<r-1 
where sgn denotes the sign of the permutation. After some cancellation, we 
obtain the expression 
0 2 (;)z (1 - Xq2’)(b, A)~ fi (aq, Aq/ci, Xqldi, aqlsdi),, 
(7.5) 
i=l (1 - 4(q, w/b), i=l (h, wlci, aql4, hlcdJni 
x n 
Oli<jjlv-1 
for the right-hand side. Up to a factor (-l)(;), obtained from inverting the or- 
der of the columns, the sum in k equals the determinant in (7.4). After some 
manipulations of q-shifted factorials, including the easily verified identities 
r-1 
n !y’-41)l-gy=dG) 
O<i<j<r-1 I 
and (recall that X = uql-‘/b) 
we arrive at (7.4). 0 
Next we consider two cases of Corollary 7.3 when the determinant on the right- 
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hand side is computed by Lemma 2.1. For the first case we put ci = c, di = d and 
write ei = eqni. 
Corollary 7.4. (A C, Jackson summation). If bcde = azq2-“, then 
C lJ (@-qh)(l -a@+kJ) 
Kb~~~ l<i<j<r 
i=l,...,r 
Y 
rI 
(1 - aq2ki)(a,kc,d, eril, qP)k, 
’ i=l (1 - a)(q, aqlb, aqlc, 44 aPile, aql+ni)ki 
bci 
(7.6) 
= q-(‘) (f) (“ij (aq2-r,bc, a$-:;i, aq2-r,cd), 
I 
Next we give the case of Corollary 7.3 when ci = c and ni = N for all i, and we 
write dj = dxi, ei = e/xi. We have used some manipulations to write the result 
so that the symmetry between b and c is exhibited. An alternative way to obtain 
this identity, which gives it in the form we want immediately, is to put bh/a = 
4 -N and diei = aq in Corollary 4.1. 
Corollary 7.5. (A C, Jackson summation). Zf bcde = a2q2-‘+N, then 
OSk,SV l<i<j<r 
i=i,...,r 
XII 
(1 - aq2ki)(a, b, c, dxi, e/xi, qeN)ki 
i=l (1 - ah, aqlh aqlc, aqldxi, aqxde, aql+N)ki 
s”i 
(7.7) 
(‘) u (xi - xi)(l - dxixj/e) g ~f~~‘~~~~, 
1 <i<j<r I 
x fj (aq, aq2-‘lbc)N(aq2-‘lbdxi, aq2-‘/c&)N+1-, 
i=l Xi 2(r-1) (aq2-i/b, aq2-i/c) N+l-i(aq/dxi, aq2-‘/bCdXi)N ’ 
The above C, Jackson summations all contain the factor (7.2) the summand. 
We now turn our attention to C, Jackson summations of a different type, 
namely, of the type encountered in [23, Th. 4.21. These also follow naturally 
from our C,. nonterminating 1049 transformation in Corollary 4.1. For this case 
we put gh = aq, and ei = qPni/Xi, for i = 1, . . . , Y, in (4.1). On the right-hand 
side, because of bf /X = ql-r, only the term with S = 0 is non-zero. This term, 
similar as in the proof of Corollary 7.3, is a determinant. The result is the fol- 
lowing (where we have replaced f by e). 
Corollary 7.6. (A C,. Jackson summation). Ifbcidie = a2q2-r+nf, then 
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Analogously to Corollary 7.3 we have two special cases where the determinant 
evaluates as a product of linear factors, giving rise to two different explicit 
Jackson summations. The first one is ci = c, dj = d, IZ~ = N, i = 1,. . . , Y, which 
gives theTejasi sum in [23, Th. 4.21. The case xi = x, di = d,ci = cq”Q, i = 1, . , r, 
gives back Corollary 7.4. 
7.4. C, nonterminating & summations 
We work out the various new C, extensions of Rogers’ nonterminating 645 
summation (cf. [ll, Eq. (2.7.1)]) following from our results in Section 7.3. 
First, we give the special case of Corollary 7.3 arising from formally repla- 
cing b by u2q2-Y+ni/c~diei (note that this is independent of i), and then letting 
rzt00, for i=l,... , r. After subsequently relabeling e+-+bi, for i = 1, . . . j Y, 
we have the following result. 
Corollary 7.7. (A C, nonterminating ~$5 summation). We have 
provided luq2-‘/bicidJ < 1,for i = 1,. . . , Y. 
The following two results give cases where the determinant on the right-hand 
side of (7.9) can be factored by virtue of Lemma 2.1. 
For the first case, we specialize Corollary 7.7 by putting bi = b and ci = c, for 
i= l,...,r. 
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Corollary 7.8. (A C, nonterminating ~$5 summation). We have 
provided laq2-‘/bcdil < 1, for i = 1,. . . , Y. 
The other case results from choosing bi = b, ci = cxi, and di = d/xi, for 
i = 1, . . , Y, in Corollary 7.7. 
Corollary 7.9. (A C, nonterminating 6$5 summation). We have 
kl,...,k,=O l<icjir 
r (1 - Uq2ki)(a, b, CXi, d/Xi)k, 
(7.11) 
’ g (1 - a)(q, aq/b, aq/=i, Wq/d)ki 
= c(‘) n (xj - ~i)( 1 - d/cxixj) 
l<i<j<r 
(b)i-1 (aq> aq/bCXi> aXiqlbd> ‘q/Cd), 
’ E (bcd/&l (q/b, aqlcxi, awld, 4W, ’ 
provided laq2-‘/bcdl < 1, fop i = 1,. . . , r. 
7.5. C, terminating 645 summations 
We now list the terminating versions of the above multivariable +$5 summa- 
tions. These reduce to [ll, Eq. (2.4.2)] for r = 1. 
We start with the di = qPnf, i = 1,. . . , Y, case of Corollary 7.7. 
Corollary 7.10. (A C, nonterminating 6$5 summation). We have 
(7.12) 
(1 - aq2ki)(U, bi, Ci, qPn’)k. 
x g (1 - a)(q, aq/bj, aq/Cj, LZq’++k, (“:$::) k 
= ,-(;I det ((bi, Ci, q-nily-j) fi (aq: aqlbiCi)ni 
l<ij<r (biciq-*i/a)y-j i=l (aq/bi, aq/Cijni . 
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We give four different special cases of Corollary 7.10, in each case for which the 
determinant factors by virtue of Lemma 2.1. 
Forthefirstcaseweput&=bandq=c,fori=l,...,r. 
Corollary 7.11. (A C, nonterminating 645 summation). We have 
C7.13) 
For the second case we put bi = b and di = qpN, for i = 1,. . . , Y. 
Corollary 7.12. (A C, terminating ($15 summation). We have 
c7.14) 
Note that Corollaries 7.11 and 7.12 are equivalent since they can be derived 
from each other by applying a standard polynomial argument; cf. [18, Th. 4.21. 
The same situation appears with Corollaries 7.13 and 7.14 below. 
We now specialize Corollary 7.10 by putting bi = bxi,ci = c/xi, and di = qeN, 
fori=l,...jv. 
Corollary 7.13. (A C, terminating 645 summation). We have 
17’1 5, 
(1 - aq2k7)(u, bxi, C/Xi, qhN)k. 
x g (I - a)(q, uq/bxj, ax.q/c, ug’f”;) (ulqy) k 
2 
I kz 
The last case, which extends the cHcqn version of [ll, Eq. (2.4.2)] comes from 
putting bj = b, ci = cq”‘, and di = q-nt, for i = 1,. . . , r, in Corollary 7.10. 
Corollary 7.14. (A C, terminating 645 summation). We have 
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C IT (qki - $)(l - a@+kj) 
O<kzSn, 1 <i<jl_<r 
i=l, ..,I 
C7.16) 
= n (q-n/ _ q-n’)(l _ cqn’+nj) fi (b)i-1 (a% ~PvJ4 
1 li<j<r i=l @44-, (46 ~q1-ni14,z 
7.6. A,-1 terminating 342 summations 
In the following, we derive some multivariable extensions of the terminating 
balanced 342 (or q-Pfaff-Saalschtitz) summation (cf. [ll, Eq. (1.7.2)]). 
In the C, Jackson summation in Corollary 7.3,we first remove the de- 
pendency of the parameters by replacing ei by a2q2-r+ni/bcidi, for i = 1, . . , r. 
Then we replace b by aq2-‘/b and let a + 0. We perform the substitutions 
C~HQ~, d+bi,for i = 1, . . . , r, and b+-+c and obtain the following result. 
Corollary 7.15. (An A,-, terminating 342 summation). We have 
(7.17) = ,(;) fi (c)r-l (clai, clbi)ni 
i=l (cP2’)i-l (c, c/aih)ni 
Next, we give three special cases where the determinant appearing on the right- 
hand side of (7.17) factors. 
For the first case we put ai = a, bi = b, for i = 1,. . . , r. We would now require 
a limit case of the determinant evaluation in Lemma 2.1, the one which we ex- 
plicitly stated in (6.3). Equivalently, we start with Corollary 7.4, replace e by 
a2q2-r/bcd, and then d by aq2-‘Id. We take a -+ 0 and simultaneously substitute 
the variables ~+-+a and d++c.The result is the following. 
Corollary 7.16. (An .4,-i terminating 342 summation). We have 
(7.18) 
For the second case we specialize Corollary 7.15 by putting ai = a, ni = N, for 
i = 1, . , r. We again would require (6.3). Equivalently, we start with 
Corollary 7.5, replace e by a 2 q 2-Y+N/bcd, and then b by aq2-‘lb. We take a --+ 0, 
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and then simultaneously substitute the variables et-a, x++bi/d, for i = l! . . i r, 
and b-c. This yields the following result. 
Corollary 7.17. (An A,-1 terminating 342 summation). We have 
We could have also applied a standard polynomial argument to Corollary 7.16, 
in order to derive Corollary 7.17. 
For the next case, we set ai = a, bi = bqnr, for i = 1,. , r, in Corollary 7.15. 
Equivalently, we start with Corollary 7.4, replace d by a2q2-‘/bee, and then b by 
aq2-‘lb. We take a + 0, and then simultaneously substitute the variables b++c, 
c-u and e-b, and arrive at the following result which reduces to the bHbq” 
case of [ll, Eq. (1.7.2)]. 
Corollary 7.18. (An A,-1 terminating 342 summation). We have 
(7.20) = q-G)a-G) n (q-n’ - q-?)(I - bq”s+“) 
l<i<j<r 
Cali- (c/a, cqr-l-nz/b) 
’ fi (c/a, bq2-‘/c)i-l (cqr-l, cq-“‘/‘ah):: 
For the third case, we choose ai = axi, bi = b/xi, and ni = 4-l” for i = 1,. . i r. 
Equivalently, we start with Corollary 7.5, replace c by a2q2-‘+N/bde, and then b 
by aq2-‘lb. We take a -+ 0, and then simultaneously substitute the variables 
d++a, e-b and b-c, and arrive at the following result. 
Corollary 7.19. (An A,-1 terminating 342 summation). We have 
Kk,<N l<i<jcr 
I=*.. .,r 
(‘I n (Xj - xi)( 1 - b/axixj) 
I <i<j<r 
’ 
Note that Corollaries 7.18 and 7.19 are equivalent since they can be derived 
from each other by applying a standard polynomial argument. 
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7.7. A,-1 nonterminating ~$1 and 140 summations 
We briefly give some A,_1 q-Gaui3 summations and A,_1 q-binomial theorems 
which follow from our results. We omit writing out the terminating versions but 
we have made an effort in presenting all the nonterminating ones explicitly. 
We start with our A,-1 q-Gaul.3 summations. If, in Corollary 7.15, we let 
yli + co,foralli= l,..., r,weobtain 
Corollary 7.20. (An A,-1 q-Gaul3 summation) We have 
(7.22) 
kl,...,k,=O l<i<j<r 
(C)r-1 (C/Ui, C/hi), 
where IC/UibjI < 1, fOi” i = 1,. . . ,Y. 
To evaluate the determinant in factored form we choose different specializa- 
tions of the parameters. 
We can choose ai = axi and bi = b/xi, for i = 1,. . . , r, and then substitute 
cHcql-r, which gives the following. 
Corollary 7.21. (An A,-1 q-Gaul summation) We have 
(7.23) 
kl,...,k,=O l<i<j<r 
q-(‘) n (Xi - Xj)( 1 - b/axixj) fi ~~~~~/{)m , 
l<i<j<r lx 
where Icql-‘I < 1. 
Here is the case ai = a, for i = 1,. . . , r, of Corollary 7.20, with cHcql-‘. 
Corollary 7.22. (An A,-1 q-Gaul3 summation) We have 
where Icq’-‘labi/ < 1,fir i = 1,. . . , r. 
Next, we give some A,-i q-binomial theorems. If in Corollary 7.20 we replace bj 
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by c/u~z~, for i = 1,. . , r, and then let c + 0, we obtain the following summa- 
tion. 
Corollary 7.23. (An A,.-1 q-binomial theorem) We have 
where Izil < l,fori=l;...,r. 
Notethatifweletbi=qfori= l,... , r in Proposition 6.1, we alternatively get 
the identity 
(7.26) 
In fact, comparing the two right-hand sides of (7.25) and (7.26), we observe that 
the following transformation of determinants must hold: 
This determinant transformation can also be easily proved in a more natural 
way. (This has been kindly communicated to us by Christian Krattenthaler.) 
Note that by reversing the order of columns of the matrix on the left hand side 
of (7.27) (by which the determinant gets multiplied with (- 1) (;I), we have the 
matrix ((zi)j-l/(aizi)j-l) Icij,5r. Ifth’ is matrix is now being multiplied with the 
- 0’ l)(l-k)(q*pk)k-j/(q)k-j) ly,kSr (which has determi- 
after application of the q-Chu-Vandermonde sum- 
mation [ll, Eq. (11.6)] the matrix ((-l)k-‘zf-lqe(:) (~i)k-,/(~izj)k~,) I<.k< . 
Changing again the order of columns and taking determinants we immed&& 
establish (7.27). 
We complete our listing of summations by giving three special cases of 
Corollary 7.23 for which the determinant factors by virtue of Lemma 2.1. 
Thefirstcaseisai=a,fori=l,...,r. 
Corollary 7.24. (An .4-i q-binomial theorem) We have 
(7.28) 
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where lzil < l,fir i = 1,. . . , r. 
The second case is aj = a/xi, and zi = zxi for i = 1,. . . , r. 
Corollary 7.25. (An A,-1 q-binomial theorem) We have 
(7.29) 
n (qki - qy fgg$zxip 
k,,...,k,=O lSi<jlr 
= Z(~)q(‘) 
where Izx;l < 1, for i = 1,. . . , r. 
Thethirdcaseiszi=zfori= l,...,r. 
Corollary 7.26. (An A,-1 q-binomial theorem) We have 
2 JJ cqki -$‘f$& 
kl,...,k,=O l<i<j<r k, 
(7.30) 
= &)q2G) 
where /z/ < 1. 
8. ELLIPTIC EXTENSIONS 
In this section we extend some of our results to the case of elliptic hypergeo- 
metric series. Note that these satisfy fewer identities than basic hypergeometric 
series. Roughly speaking, the reason is that elliptic hypergeometric identities 
generalize Riemann’s addition formula for theta functions, which is more 
complicated than the addition formulas for trigonometric functions. More- 
over, infinite elliptic hypergeometric series lead to serious problems of con- 
vergence; in particular, no elliptic analogue of (2.4) is known. This means that 
we can only extend the results of Sections 5 and 7.3 to the elliptic case. We refer 
to [25] for a detailed discussion of the balanced and well-poised conditions for 
elliptic hypergeometric series, and their relation to modular invariance of the 
series. 
Our elliptic extensions involve a fixed parameter-p such that IpI < 1. We write 
cd := (x,Plx;PL and define elliptic shifted factorials by 
(8.1) 
k-l 
ca; w)k := n e(ad. 
j=O 
When p = 0, Q(x) = 1 - x and we recover the q-shifted factorials used before. 
Since p and q are fixed we omit them from the notation, writing 
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To use the same shorthand notation as in (2.1) might seem confusing, but has 
the advantage that we can almost use our previous results as they stand, just 
interpreting the symbol (Q)~ differently. The only other change we have to make 
is that all factors of the form x - y should be replaced by x @J/X) = -y @(x/y). 
Thus, the ubiquitous factor 
II Cti - tj)(l - atitj) fi(1 - a$) 
l<i<j<r i=l 
is replaced by 
n ti O(tj/ti)Q(Utitj) n O(atf). 
l<i<j<v i=l 
All other factors, such as qki and and (x/a) (;) in Corollary 5.1, are left un- 
touched. 
Theorem 8.1. The following results have elliptic analogues, given as explained 
above: Corollary 5.1, Corollary 5.2, Corollary 5.3, Corollary 7.3, Corollary 7.4, 
Corollary 7.5 and Corollary 7.6. 
When r = 1, Theorem 8.1 reduces to the elliptic Jackson summation and the 
elliptic Bailey transformation of Frenkel and Turaev [lo]. 
Proof. First note that to prove Corollary 5.1 we did not use the general case of 
(2.4). We only used the identity obtained after multiplying by (bd/a), and then 
letting bd/a = qeN. This is the terminating Bailey transformation (2.5), whose 
elliptic analogue is known to hold [lo]. We also needed the determinant eva- 
luation of Lemma 2.1, whose elliptic analogue was obtained by Warnaar [27]. 
Apart from these fundamental results, we only used elementary identities for 
q-shifted factorials that also hold in the elliptic case (indeed, they would hold if 
0(x) in (8.1) was replaced by any function satisfying Q(l/x) = -0(x)/~). Thus, 
the proof of Corollary 5.1 extends immediately to the elliptic case. 
The derivations of Corollary 5.2, Corollary 7.3, Corollary 7.4 and Corollary 
7.5 from Corollary 5.1 involve only elementary identities and Lemma 2.1, and 
thus extend to the elliptic case. 
In the proof of Corollary 5.3 we made essential use of infinite series, so we 
need an alternative approach. We sketch a way to derive the elliptic case of 
Corollary 5.3 from the elliptic case of Corollary 5.2. We use an elliptic version 
of the “polynomial argument”; this idea also occurs in [22] and [27]. We start 
with the elliptic Corollary 5.2, multiply it by ni=, (aq’-n’/e),i and then let e + 
aqPN with N a non-negative integer. On the left-hand side we then have the 
factor 
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which vanishes for yli - ki > N + 1. On the right-hand side, we have 
which vanishes for ki > N + r. Thus, after replacing ki by ni - ki on the left- 
hand side, we obtain a transformation of the form 
c (...)= c (...). 
O&Qun(n,,N) 05k,5mm(n,,N+r-1) 
i=l,...,r i=l,...,r 
A straightforward computation reveals that this is equivalent to the case exj = 
4 -ni of the elliptic analogue of Corollary 5.3. 
Now let f(xi, . . . ,x,) denote the left-hand side minus the right-hand 
side of the elliptic analogue of (5.3). We have proved that f vanishes if 
xi = qpni/e for all i. A computation, using that 8(px) = -x-‘@(x) and 
(pa)k = (-l)kq-(:)“-i(“)“, shows that 
j-(x1,. . . ,pxi,. . . ,&) =f(x1,. . . ,&). 
Thus, f vanishes also when xi = pkqenl/e with k an integer. For generic values 
of the parameters, these zeroes have a limit point in which f is analytic, sof is 
identically zero by analytic continuation. Finally, analytic continuation in the 
remaining parameters extends the identity to non-generic situations. 
It remains to treat Corollary 7.6. In this case, we only used (2.4) in the case 
when e = 4-l and bf /X = q-“’ for non-negative integers 1, m. This is a transfor- 
mation between two finite sums. If in addition b = qen, it reduces to a special 
case of (2.5). In the elliptic case, one may then use the same argument as above 
to prove the corresponding identity. That is, one first proves that the (known) 
case b = qen implies the case b = p ’ An fork E Z, and then extends it to general q 
b by analytic continuation. Once the needed transformation formula is known, 
the proof of Corollary 7.6 extends immediately to the elliptic case. 0 
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